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Abstract

Open-Domain Question Answering (ODQA)
systems necessitate a reader model capable of
generating answers by simultaneously referring
to multiple passages. Although representative
models like Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD) have been
proposed to address this challenge, these sys-
tems can inadvertently rely on spurious features
instead of genuine causal relationships between
the question and the passages to generate an-
swers. To counter this problem, we introduce
the Rational Fusion-in-Decoder (RFiD) model.
Our model leverages the encoders of FiD to
differentiate between causal relationships and
spurious features, subsequently guiding the de-
coder to generate answers informed by this dis-
cernment. Experimental results on two ODQA
datasets, Natural Questions (NQ) and TriviaQA
(TQ), demonstrate that our model surpasses
previous methods, achieving improvements of
up to 1.5 and 0.7 in Exact Match scores on
NQ, and exhibits an enhanced ability to iden-
tify causal relationships.1

1 Introduction

Open-domain Question Answering (ODQA) has
garnered significant attention (Chen et al., 2017;
Kwiatkowski et al., 2019; Joshi et al., 2017), lead-
ing to the development of various systems designed
to retrieve relevant passages (Karpukhin et al.,
2020; Bevilacqua et al., 2022) from large databases
and generate corresponding answers (Izacard and
Grave, 2020b; Lewis et al., 2020). We utilize
the Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD) (Izacard and Grave,
2020b) model as our baseline model, a sequence-to-
sequence paradigm based on the T5 model (Raffel
et al., 2020). Given a question, the FiD model
encodes K retrieved passages using K respective
T5 encoders, concatenates these K encoder hidden
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resort within Walt Disney World Resort. 

… The All-Star Movies Resort, and 

Disney's Pop Century Resort. Family 
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Animation

… In Walt Disney Studios Park, the 
attraction opened on March 16, 2002, 

along with the park, and is located in 

the Toon Studios Area (previously 

known as Animation Courtyard). ..
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… Art of Disney Animation Art of Disney 
Animation is an attraction at the Walt 

Disney Studios Park in Disneyland 

Paris, … In Walt Disney Studios Park, 
the attraction opened on March 16, 

2002, along
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…Walt Disney Studios Park opened 
March 16, 2002, as the second theme 

park at the renamed Disneyland Resort 

Paris. …

Question: When 

did Disney 

Art of Animation 

Resort open?

Cross attn on this psg 
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Golden Answer:

May 31, 2012

Baseline Answer:

march 16, 2002

Our Answer: 

may 31, 2012

Figure 1: An example from our experiments. The ques-
tion has only one relevant passage (red Psg0), while the
remaining blue ones represent three passages that con-
tain the wrong answer generated by the baseline model.

states, and then feeds the result into a T5 decoder
to generate the answer.

FiD treats all passages equally in its encoders, re-
lying exclusively on the cross-attention mechanism
to establish correlations between the decoder and
encoders. However, the cross-attention mechanism
lacks an explicit mechanism for distinguishing dif-
ferences among passages, which can result in the
detection of spurious patterns (Slack et al., 2020; Jo
and Bengio, 2017). Consequently, it becomes chal-
lenging for the model to identify crucial passages.
An example of such spurious patterns observed in
our experiment is depicted in Figure 1, where the
model confuses "Disney Art of Animation Resort"
with "Art of Disney Animation" due to the preva-
lence of passages about the latter, resulting in an
incorrect answer.
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To address this issue, we propose a conceptu-
ally straightforward strategy by introducing a ra-
tionalization process to explicitly determine which
retrieved passages contain the answer before con-
ducting answer generation. This process assigns
different embeddings to rationale passages and ir-
relevant passages. These embeddings then guide
the cross-attention during the answer generation
phase. We dub this new model the Rational Fusion-
in-Decoder (RFiD).

We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
RFiD model through experiments on the Natural
Questions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) and
TriviaQA (TQ) (Joshi et al., 2017) datasets. Our re-
sults demonstrate that our methods can help models
overcome spurious patterns and enhance their rea-
soning abilities, leading to an improvement of up to
1.5/0.7 Exact Match points on the NQ/TQ datasets
respectively. Further analysis reveals that our meth-
ods effectively direct models to focus more on cor-
rect causal features and less on spurious features.
For instance, as seen in the rightmost column of
Figure 1, our model has increased its attention on
the relevant passage.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to incorporate rationalization into ODQA models,
thus underscoring the importance of passage ratio-
nalization.

2 Related Work

Open Domain Question Answering (ODQA).
The prevailing approach to ODQA involves us-
ing a retriever to pinpoint relevant passages for
a given question from a vast database, such as
Wikipedia, and then employing a reader to generate
the final answer. This is achieved by integrating
the retrieved passages and question with a large
pretrained language model. Retrievers commonly
use methods ranging from string-matching algo-
rithms like BM25, to dense retrievers such as DPR
(Karpukhin et al., 2020), and semi-parametric re-
trievers like SEAL (Bevilacqua et al., 2022). The
reader models fall into two primary categories: Ex-
tractive readers, such as DPR-reader (Karpukhin
et al., 2020), identify the answer spans from the re-
trieved passages, while Generative readers, includ-
ing the Fusion-in-Decoder model (FiD) (Izacard
and Grave, 2020b) and the Retrieval-Augmented
Generation model (RAG) (Lewis et al., 2020), gen-
erate the answer in a sequence-to-sequence manner.

Our work seeks to enhance the reasoning abil-

ity of the FiD reader without modifying the re-
triever. To this end, KG-FiD (Yu et al., 2022) uses
knowledge graphs to rerank and concatenate related
passages for improved performance and efficiency.
GRAPE (Ju et al., 2022) incorporates knowledge
graphs into FiD by integrating the Relation-aware
graph neural network into the encoder. R2-D2 (Fa-
jcik et al., 2021) combines a passage reranker, an
extractive reader, and two generative readers into
a single comprehensive ensemble model. Unlike
these approaches, our work does not involve the
use of external knowledge or alternate model archi-
tectures, instead focusing on spurious patterns and
reader rationale capabilities.

Rationale. Recently, spurious patterns have
come into the spotlight in NLP (Slack et al., 2020;
Jo and Bengio, 2017), demonstrating a significant
impact on model generalization (Kaushik et al.,
2020, 2021). Various strategies have been imple-
mented to curb spurious features in tasks like senti-
ment analysis (Lu et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2021),
NER (Zeng et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2022), NLI
(Wu et al., 2022) and more (Wang and Culotta,
2020).

Our work shares a common goal of overcoming
spurious patterns and prioritizing causal features,
but it distinguishes itself by using an encoder to
identify causal features instead of data augmenta-
tion. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to incorporate rationalization into ODQA.

Asai et al. (2022) also devise multi-task learning
methods to train the model to select evidential pas-
sages during answer generation, a technique some-
what similar to ours. However, our work differs in
two fundamental ways: 1. We strive to guide the
decoder with a learnable embedding, which they do
not. This approach results in superior performance
with an accuracy of 50.7 vs 49.8 on NQ and 69.6
vs 67.8 on TQ. 2. We analyze the rationale ability
of our RFiD model, explaining the performance
gain and aligning with our motivation, which we
consider a significant contribution of this paper.

LLMs in ODQA Initial attempts to employ Pre-
trained Language Models (PLMs) to directly an-
swer open-domain questions without retrieval re-
ported inferior performance compared to DPR+FiD
(Yu et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2021; Rosset et al.,
2021). However, with the advent of Large Lan-
guage Models (LLMs) like ChatGPT and others,
the promise of directly answering open questions
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based solely on internal parameters became increas-
ingly feasible (Shi et al., 2023).

A study by Wang et al. (2023) manually
evaluated the performance of LLMs, including
ChatGPT-(3.5/4), GPT-3.5, and Bing Chat, along-
side DPR+FiD on Natural Questions (NQ) and Triv-
iaQA (TQ) test sets. The results revealed that while
FiD surpassed ChatGPT-3.5 and GPT-3.5 on NQ
and GPT-3.5 on TQ, the combination of DPR+FiD
still showcased considerable potential in the era of
LLMs.

3 Method

In this section, we explain the baseline Fusion-in-
Decoder (FiD) model and our Rational-FiD (RFiD)
model. The RFiD model uses a passage-level clas-
sifier on top of each FiD encoder to determine
whether the corresponding passage is a rationale
for the question. It guides the decoder with a ratio-
nale embedding concatenated to the encoder hidden
states, as well as a multi-task framework to blend
FiD training with rationale training.

3.1 Fusion-in-Decoder for ODQA

The overall input to the reader is a question and
K retrieved passages. We feed the text sequence
concatenated by the question and one passage to
each encoder, and the concatenation detail is in
Appendix A.1. Formally, for the pair of the ques-
tion and the kth passage, the input textual se-
quence Xk is as xk,1, . . . , xk,i, . . . , xk,L, where
xk,i represents the ith token and L is the maxi-
mum tokens length. We denote the target answer
as Y , which is also a textual sequence. There-
fore, multi-passage QA can be defined as learning
the conditional probability p(Y |X1, . . . , XK ; θ),
where θ denotes the model parameters. Such a
model factorizes the conditional probability into
p(yi|y1, . . . , yi−1, X1, . . . , XK) and is trained in
an auto-regressive way. We denote the FiD training
loss as LFiD for further usage.

The Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD) (Izacard and
Grave, 2020b) model has been used as a standard
baseline for calculating the above probability and
find the most probable answer given K question-
passage sequences. FiD has a multi-encoder archi-
tecture, with shared parameters.

3.2 Passage Rationale

We define a passage as a rational passage to a ques-
tion if the passage contain at least one answer span

from all golden answers, or it is a spurious passage.
This is inspired by (Karpukhin et al., 2020) who
use a similar method to define positive or negative
passages for training the retriever. We ask the en-
coders of FiD to distinguish rational and spurious
and guide the decoder with the results.

Formally, we denote Hk ∈ RL×d as the output
encoder hidden states of the kth encoder, where L
is the maximum tokens length and d is the dimen-
sion of hidden states. Therefore, the annotation
for the input of fusion decoder can be defined as
[H1; . . . ,Hk; . . . ,HK]. For the kth encoder and
its hidden states Hk, we apply a binary classifier
on the top of the first token’s hidden states Hk,1

to distinguish whether the passage is a rationale
passage to the question. The binary classification
result of the kth encoder is

b̂k = Classifier(Hk,1) ∈ R2 (1)

The training loss used for this passage rationale
task is can be defined using the Cross Entropy loss

Lratn = −(b log(b̂) + (1− b) log(1− b̂)) (2)

where b is the rational/spurious label while b̂ ∈ R2

is the classification output .

Guiding Decoder. After obtaining the output, we
guide the decoder with the result by appending
additional embeddings to the end of the encoder
hidden states and feeding the new encoder hidden
states to the decoder.

the prediction label of classification is

predk = argmax(b̂k) ∈ {0, 1}

In particular, we use two updatable embeddings

Eratn
{0,1} ∈ R2×d

to represent the passage rationale information,
where d is the dimension of encoder hidden states.

The rationale embedding for the kth encoder is

Hk,ratn = Eratn
predk

∈ Rd (3)

So, the modified encoder hidden states of the kth
encoder with rationale embedding is

Hk = [Hk,1; . . . ;Hk,j; . . . ;Hk,L;Hk,ratn]

∈ R(L+1)×d
(4)

where L is the maximum tokens length and Hk,j is
the hidden state of the jth token.
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train dev test

Natural Questions 79168 8757 3610

TriviaQA 78785 8837 11313

Table 1: Data details of two datasets.

#para NQ TQ

dev test dev test

RAG 626M - 44.5 - 56.1

FiD-base 440M - 48.2 - 65.0
FiD-large 990M - 51.4 - 67.6

KG-FiD-base 443M - 49.6 - 66.7
KG-FiD-large

(Yu et al., 2022) 994M - 53.4 - 69.8

GRAPE-base 454M - 48.7 - 66.2
GRAPE-large

(Ju et al., 2022) 1.01B - 53.5 - 69.8

Our Implementations

FiD-base 440M 49.3 50.2 68.6 69.0
RFiD-base 440M 50.0 50.7 69.6 69.6
FiD-large 990M 51.6 52.8 71.6 71.9

RFiD-large 990M 52.5 54.3 72.7 72.6

Table 2: Exact Match scores of different models on the
dev/test set of Natural Questions and TriviaQA. The
upper part presents results of related reader models,
while the lower part presents our implemented FiD and
RFiD models. Note that direct comparison between the
results of previous work and ours may be affected by
differences in retrieved passages.

Multi-task Learning. We propose a multi-
learning framework to train the rationale classifier
and the sequence-to-sequence architecture of FiD
at the same time. We define the overall training
loss as the sum of the binary classifier training loss
Lratn and the FiD training loss LFiD :

Ltotal = Lratn + LFiD (5)

Details. We conduct experiments with FiD-
base/large and RFiD-base/large on Natural Ques-
tions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) and Trivi-
aQA (TQ) (Joshi et al., 2017). Their statistics are
shown in the Appendix Table 1. To avoid the re-
trieval bias, we follow Izacard and Grave (2020b,a)
and adopt fixed DPR retrievers to obtaining 100
passages for each question and fix the passages in
the following experiments.

4 Experiment

4.1 Main Results
Table 2 presents our main results. Our RFiD
model outperforms the baseline FiD model on both

NQ TQ

EM rpos/neg EM rpos/neg

FiD-base 50.3 3.71 69.0 2.14

RFiD-base 50.7 4.31 69.6 2.32

FiD-large 52.8 3.82 71.9 2.17

RFiD-large 54.3 4.41 72.6 2.52

RFiD-large
w/o guiding decoder 53.4 4.02 72.2 2.26

Table 3: The right column shows the ratio of cross-
attention scores from the decoder for positive passages
versus negative passages. The experiment was con-
ducted on the NQ-test set.

the Natural Questions (NQ) and TriviaQA (TQ)
datasets.

RFiD-large achieved an exact match score of
54.3 on the NQ test set, surpassing the FiD-large
baseline score of 52.8 by 1.5 points. This repre-
sents a performance increase of roughly 2.8%. On
the TQ test set, RFiD-large scored 72.6, which
is 0.7 points higher than the FiD-large score of
71.9, representing an improvement of approxi-
mately 0.9%. When comparing the base models,
RFiD-base scored 50.7 on the NQ test set, which is
0.5 points higher than the FiD-base score of 50.2,
corresponding to an approximate improvement of
1.0%. On the TQ test set, RFiD-base scored 69.6,
0.6 points higher than the FiD-base score of 69.0,
reflecting an improvement of around 0.9%.

These consistent improvements across both base
and large models in two different datasets high-
light the robustness of our RFiD model in various
contexts. Furthermore, these results support the
hypothesis that incorporating rationale embeddings
in the Fusion-in-Decoder architecture indeed ben-
efits the model’s reasoning ability and overall per-
formance. Additionally, it’s worth mentioning that
our RFiD model’s performance increase is achieved
with a negligible increase in parameters. This is
demonstrated in the ‘#para’ column in Table 2, fur-
ther validating the efficiency and practicality of our
proposed approach.

In summary, our RFiD model effectively en-
hances the rationale ability of the Fusion-in-
Decoder model, leading to improved performance
on open-domain question answering tasks. Our
model outperforms both the baseline and other
state-of-the-art models on the Natural Questions
and TriviaQA datasets, demonstrating the power of
our simple yet effective approach.
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4.2 Cross Attention Analysis
To evaluate the ability of our RFiD models to dis-
tinguish between positive and negative passages,
we conducted a cross-attention analysis of the de-
coder. The principle here is straightforward: better
performance would be indicated by more cross-
attention focused on positive passages and less
cross-attention directed towards negative passages.

The calculations for this analysis are based on
a set of equations. To start with, we define the
average cross-attention scores on positive passages
as follows:

¯CApos =
1

Nq

∑

q

(
1

N q
pos

∑

p∈P q
pos

CA{q;p}) (6)

where Nq is the number of questions, P q
pos is the set

of positive passages on q and N q
pos is its amount,

and CA{q;p} is the overall cross attention of de-
coder on the passage p when the question is q,
which can be calculated as

CA{q;p} =
Nly∑

l

(
L∑

j=1

ca{l;j}) (7)

where Nly is the number of layers, L is the maxi-
mum token length and ca{l;j} is the cross attention
score of the lth layer of decoder on the jth token.

Thus, the ratio rpos/neg of the average cross at-
tention scores of positives passages over the scores
of negative passages is

rpos/neg =
¯CApos

¯CAneg
(8)

The results shown in Table 3 reveal that RFiD
models have higher rpos/neg values compared to
FiD models, suggesting that RFiD focuses more
on positive passages and less on negative pas-
sages. For example, the rpos/neg of RFiD-large
is 4.41/2.52 on NQ/TQ, which is 0.39/0.35 higher
than the FiD-large. Similarly, for the base model,
the improvements are 0.60/0.18 on NQ/TQ. The
improved ability to identify relevant passages con-
tributes to the overall performance increase seen in
our experimental results.

4.3 Analysis Without Guiding the Decoder
We also conduct ablation experiment of not guiding
the decoder, which means in the Equation 4, the
Hk = [Hk,1; . . . ;Hk,L].

The results are displayed in the last row of Ta-
ble 3. ‘RFiD-large w/o guiding decoder’ achieves

53.4 and 72.2 EM on the NQ-test and TQ-test, re-
spectively, outperforming the baseline FiD-large by
0.6 and 0.3 EM. The rpos/neg values are 4.02 and
2.26, respectively, which are also higher than the
baseline. The results suggest that even without ex-
plicitly guiding the decoder, encouraging encoders
to discern rationales can still improve performance
and the model’s ability to identify rationales. This
may be because the encoders implicitly encode the
rationale information into the hidden states and
feed it to the decoder.

4.4 Case Study
As depicted in Figure 1, the baseline FiD identifies
the incorrect answer "March 16, 2002" by referring
to spurious passages (shown in blue). It confuses
"Disney Art of Animation Resort" with "Art of Dis-
ney Animation". In the top 100 retrieved passages,
there are many passages about the latter but only
one rationale passage (shown in red) about the for-
mer. However, our RFiD model can distinguish the
only rationale passage from all the spurious ones
and mark it for the decoder via an explicit embed-
ding. This enables the decoder to focus more on
the rationale, leading to the correct answer.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we sought to rationalize the reader
component of open question answering by intro-
ducing an explicit mechanism to identify potential
answer-containing passages among the retrieved
candidates. Experimental results show that our
RFiD model effectively improves the rationale abil-
ity of the Fusion-in-Decoder model, leading to en-
hanced performance on ODQA tasks. Additionally,
it outperforms the baseline and other concurrent
models on both the Natural Questions and Trivi-
aQA datasets, with only a minimal increase in the
number of parameters.
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Limitations

The method of identifying rational and spurious
passages sometimes makes mistakes when
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1. one passage actually contains one golden
answer but the content slightly differ the golden
answer span, for example, ‘Messi’ vs ‘Lionel
Messi’ vs ‘Lionel Andrés Messi’ vs ‘Lionel Andres
Messi’;

2. one passage actually does not relate the an-
swer but the answer span is too common and ap-
pears in the passage, such as ‘2’.

We just use only seed=0 for the experiments.
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A Experiments

A.1 Data Process
Following Izacard and Grave (2020b), we concate-
nate the question and the passage in the form of
“Question : <question> ; Title : <title> ; Context :
<context> ”.

A.2 Implementation Details
We conduct our experiments on 2 A100-80G-SXM
GPUs.

In training, the optimizer is AdamW and the
learning rate is 1e-4 with weight decay rate as 0.01;
the batch size is 64 and the total training step is
320k.

In evaluating, the eval step is 10k and the best-
dev checkpoint is used for the test.
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